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Introduction: The use of nutritional supplements and other potential ergogenic aids if of high interest in
sports, where a slight performance edge can be the difference between winning and losing. Ammonia
inhalants (AI), which are sometimes used clinically to revive people who are unconscious, have also been
used in an attempt to improve sports performance. However, existing research does not differentiate
between physiological and psychological effects of AI. This study’s purpose is to evaluate both the
psychological and physiological effects of AI on anaerobic power. The results from the study will allow
people who use these supplements to know if they are benefiting the user physically or if it is just a
placebo. Methods: Participants, who are division III athletes, will perform identical exercise protocols on
each of the two sessions, spaced a week apart. In one session (intervention) they will inhale ammonia
carbonate 2 seconds prior to performing a 30-second Wingate test; in the other session (control) they will
not inhale anything before the Wingate test. Session order will be randomized across participants. In each
session, participants will complete a questionnaire asking about perceived effects of AI on performance.
The subject will then be weighed and fitted to the Monark 894E cycle. After a warm up on the unweighted
cycle, subjects will pedal as quickly as possible until 150 RPM, at which time a resistance equivalent to
7.5% of the subject’s body weight will be added. The subject will continue pedaling as fast as possible for
30 seconds. Once the test is completed, the resistance will be removed and subjects will complete a cooldown. Peak power, mean power, and fatigue index from the Wingate test will be calculated and compared
between intervention and control conditions. Conclusion: By examining the power output following use of
AI compared to the control and documenting subject perceptions of AI use, we hope to shed light on the
physiological and psychological impacts that AI might bring to a sport that requires a maximal power
output.

Introduction
What are Ammonia Inhalants (AI)?
• Composed of Ammonia Carbonate mixed with
different perfumes; allows users to sniff. 3
Physiological effects of the AI
• Ammonia gas inhaled into nasal cavity; nerve endings
are irritated in lungs and nasal cavity – causing
increase in involuntary ventilation; muscles are
stimulated to work faster; increase in alertness.4
• Past studies show that smelling salts do not benefit
the sample audience physiologically.1,3,4,5,6
Power Output
• Defined as peak power attained in a test of short
duration, usually lasting less than/equal to 30
seconds

Purpose
The purpose of our study was to observe the performance changes within the
Wingate Power Test from the acute pre-test inhalation of ammonia carbonate.
Also, it is not only to determine whether the AI’s improve power output
physiologically, but if the psychological aspects will affect effectiveness of AI on
performance.

Results

Methods
Equipment
• The Monark-894E stationary cycle and software
• Atomic Rhino Smelling Salts: 15% ammonia concentrate
• Weight scale
• Surveys
1. Par-Q
2. Demographics (height, weight, age)
3. Psychological (perceptions of if AI will improve
performance)
Participants
• 8 participants
• Ages ranged from 18-22
• Recruited from Alma College
Procedure
• 2 laboratory sessions (10 minutes each)
• Control and intervention trials randomly chosen
• 30-second maximal bike sprint (Wingate test) performed
each meeting
Data analysis
• Paired t-tests to compare control vs. intervention
• Compare pre/post test psychological surveys.
• Mean relative and absolute power were calculated.
• P-value of <0.05 was used to designate statistical
significance for all variables.

Detailed Procedures
• First trial day
• Weight/height were taken
• Explained procedures
• Warm up
• Performed Wingate test – randomized
control or intervention
• Second trial day (~7 days after first trial)
• Warm up
• Perform Wingate test – opposite of first trial
• Intervention day
• Pre/post test psychological survey was
completed
• Explained how to use the ammonia inhalants
• Post-test
• Each participant was encouraged to cool
down on a bike to decrease likelihood of
feeling light headed or experiencing muscle
pains.

Results (cont’d.)

Figure 1. Participant Psychological Survey Results.
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Figure 3. Absolute Power Output: Maximal (PP)
and average (AP) watts performed throughout the
test.
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Figure 2. Relative Power Output: Maximal (PP)
and average (AP) of watts performed throughout
the test
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Psychological Survey Interpretation
• Five of the seven participants who did think it would
help pre-test, saw improvements in the maximal
power output.
• For the three participants who did say that the
ammonia inhalant thought to help them post-test, two
of them did have increased performance in both
relative and absolute power output.

Summary and Conclusions
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All data represented as average (standard error).
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• The use of ammonia inhalants did not show to help
improve maximal power output physiologically.
• Psychologically, if you think you will benefit from
using AI, there appears to be an increased chance that
you will perform better with the use of an AI.
• Future studies should use more participants and
possible use of a blinded control.

